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The goal of this project is to learn about colormapping as a basic technique of visualization, and to practice basic
image manipulation in Python. You will write a programs to read data images and colormaps, apply the colormap
to the data images, and save out a color image out. All the input and output of your programs will be PNG images
(16-bit grayscale in, and 8-bit RGB color out). Use your favorite image viewer to view the PNG images as you
work. You will design colormaps according to a set of specific tasks, and hand in results, rationale, and code. In
future projects we will require that the programs you write have particular names and command-line options. For
this project, we want you to write your Python code in whatever way lets you be most efficient.

A Project 1 Info page will include clarifications, hints, and example code, as needed. Stay tuned to the
scivis-2013 mailing list.

Your CNetID-scivis-2013 directories have been populated with a proj1 directory; do an svn update.
Everything related to Project 1 is to be added to the proj1 directory and nowhere else. The code
subdirectory is where you hand in your code.

If you are working individually, you can ignore this paragraph. If working in a pair, and you are more than
welcome to do so, both students should hand in a little two-line plain text file, named 00-pair.txt, in the
proj1 directory. 00-pair.txt lists the names and CNetID@uchicago.edu emails of both members of the pair,
one per line, as follows:

Jane H. H. Addams, jhhadams@uchicago.edu
Daniel H. Burnham, nolittleplans@uchicago.edu

The first student listed is responsible for submitting the completed work. We will only be grading the work
submitted under the first student’s repository, i.e. in the jhhadams-scivis-2013 repository in this
example. The second student needs to hand in only the same 00-pair.txt file, and the graders will ignore any
other files submitted by the second student.

Datasets:
You will find the data for this project in the scivis-2013 SVN project described here. Do an svn update
inside your checkout of scivis-2013, and you should get a new data directory, containing:

• synth: Small synthetic datasets useful for debugging and testing

• elev: Elevation data, for Michigan (Lower Peninsula) and Mount Everest.

• feet: Feet from Visible Human female CT; currently just some slices.

• vote: Per-county presidential voting results from 2012. This would ideally be presented as something like a
spreadsheet or .csv file, accompanied by a geographical SVG file, rather than raster images. Being raster
images, however, allows this data to be visualized with the same kind of tools as with the data above.

Each directory contains a 00-about.txt file that you should read through to understand what the data
represents. Hint: this is especially useful for the Michigan elevation data elev/mich.png, for which you are
asked to make a colormap that highlights the coastline with the Great Lakes. Knowing the range of floating-point
values prior to 16-bit quantization will be handy.

DO NOT HAND IN COPIES OF THE DATASETS WITH YOUR ASSIGNMENT. If you followed the
directions for how to set up your SVN directories, from your new proj1/code directory (in
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CNetID-scivis-2013) you should see, for example, the Everest image in
../../../scivis-2013/data/elev/everest.png. There is no need to copy that image somewhere
else, and there is certainly no need to svn add and svn commit it in your proj1 directory. In your code, use a
variable to contain the ../../../scivis-2013/data path to the data, and use this instead of copies or
symbolic links to conveniently access the data. That path will work for the graders (using an analogous directory
set-up) as well as for you.

To get faster results while you debug your program, and develop your colormap, you can use the downsampled data
images. For each data image X.png there is a smaller downsampled X-small.png image.

Colormaps you Create:
The univariate colormaps you create (for the elev, and feet data) will be white-space delimited text files listing
an ordered sequence of control points between which RGB colors are interpolated linearly. Each line of the
colormap text file specifies one control point and should be of the form: val R G B. The number “val” increases
with each line, and identifies the 16-bit input image value to receive color (R,G,B). There must be at least two lines;
the first line starts with “0 ”, and the last line starts with “65535 ” (the range of possible values in a 16-bit
image). The following, for example, very roughly approximates a sequence of black body radiation colors:
0 0 0 0
21845 255 0 0
43690 255 255 0
65535 255 255 255

The bivariate colormaps you create (for the vote data) do not involve interpolating between control points. They
are 256× 256 look-up tables, stored as 8-bit RGB images, also in PNG format. The quantized Democratic (“D”)
vote density should be mapped to the horizontal axis of the colormap image, from 0 on the left edge to 65535 on
the right edge. The quantized Republican (“R”) vote density should be mapped to the vertical axis of the colormap
image, from 0 on the top edge to 65535 on the bottom edge. Creating the bivariate map will itself be via a program
you write (and include in code) that traverses the pixels of the bivariate map and formulaically assigns an RGB
color, according to the task.

You will write Python code that reads in the data image (or two images for the bivariate tasks), reads in the
colormap, applies the colormap to the image(s), and saves out the resulting 8-bit RGB image in PNG format. The
data and output images have the same resolution (number of pixels horizontally and vertically).

What to hand in for each task
Each of the tasks below has a name, like “everest1” or “vote1”. For every task we ask you to hand in some
files, with specific file names, described below in terms of generic task “[task]”. The requested file names and
their descriptions are:

• [task]-cmap.txt for univariate maps, or, [task]-cmap.png for bivariate maps: The colormap that
you created according to the task description.

• [task]-out.png: The result of applying the colormap to the input data.

• [task]-why.txt: A verbal description (brief; 100 words is plenty; 200 words is excessive) of the
thinking or rationale behind your colormap. What makes the colormap successful for the task?

The Tasks
1. “everest1”: With the data/elev/everest.png data, start with the example (“black-body”)

colormap above, but move the control points to emphasize the low elevation terrain variation in the Ganges
River and the Indo-Gangetic Plain, while de-emphasizing the high elevation Himalayas and the Tibetan
Plateau, both of which should be all white or a very bright yellow. In your everest1-why.txt: what
range of values was important showing the Ganges River?

2. “everest2”: Design a colormap that uses luminance and hue variation to show both the course of the
Ganges River, as well as the shape of the peaks in the Himalayas. Make these peaks visually distinct from
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Tibetan Plateau, which should in turn be visually distinct from the Indo-Gangetic Plain.

3. “mich”: With the data/elev/mich.png data, calculate the image value that should correspond to the
altitude of the state coastline (based on elev/00-about.txt and the elevation of the adjacent Great
Lakes.) Mention this value in your mich-why.txt description. Make a “double-ended” colormap that:

· Indicates the coastline with a clear black border. Make it roughly two or three pixels wide on average
(estimate this by eye).

· Makes the color immediately adjacent to the black border (for value just above and below the lake
elevation) be some gray level (zero saturation; R=G=B).

· Uses decreasing luminance and “cool” hues to indicate depth below the water.
· Uses increasing luminance and “warm” hues to indicate elevation above the water

4. For 33710 students only: “feet”: The different materials and tissues present in the CT scanner images
data/feet/feet-slices.png – such as air, material wrapped around the feet, fat, muscle, and bone –
all absorb X-rays by different amounts, so for the most part the materials take on distinct ranges of values in
the image data. Try to isolate the image value ranges for each material, and make a colormap that gives each
material a distinct color (which should be as constant as possible within the material, with a thin transition
between materials). Note: even though CT values are a ratio scale, you should think of the classification into
distinct materials as a nominal scale, and color accordingly.

5. “vote1”: Using the presidential voting data in both data/vote/D-logden.png and
data/vote/R-logden.png, create a bivariate colormap that makes the map background white
(255,255,255), and uses only three other colors:

· red (255,0,0) for counties that voted more Republican than Democratic (if R > D)
· blue (0,0,255) for counties that voted the other way (D > R)
· green (0,255,0) when they were apparently equal (D = R). How often they seem to be equal is a

side-effect of quantizing the voting density information down to 8 bits as part of colormapping.

Images like this from Mark Newman’s Election 2012 maps page may be a useful reference.

6. “vote2”: Using the same presidential voting data, make a bivariate colormap that smoothly blends from red
(for Republican-leaning) to purple (for more evenly split) to blue (for Democratic-leaning). The map
background should still be white. For comparison, this map emphasizes the purple, while this map increases
the contrast by assigning saturated colors to a wider range on either end and narrows the range that gets
purple. Your map should have an appearance like one or the other of these, or somewhere in between, but do
not spend a lot of time trying to exactly reproduce their appearance.

7. “vote3”: Using the same presidential voting data, make a map that does smooth blending between red and
blue according to the proportion of Republican or Democratic votes (as above), but which also uses
saturation to show over-all voting density. The map background should still be white. If a county had zero
voting density (none do), it would be a light gray (maybe (200,200,200), but use your judgment). Increase
the color saturation with increasing vote density. For reference, look at this (gizmodo.com), and this
(facebook.com), and this (saltwaterwitch.com). A story (politicker.com) provides some background on this
map from Chris Howard, which was the inspiration for this part of the project.

The implementation of all the vote tasks will end up being similar, once you understand how to create and apply a
bivariate colormap.

Summary of what to hand in
· 00-pair.txt, if you are working in a pair (see above).

· All your code, in proj1/code. Include in your code directory a 00-readme.txt file that briefly
describes how your code is organized and how you use it. About 300 words should be plenty for this purpose.
Also include here any disclaimers about other people or sources that contributed to the work you did. We will
be looking at the code to determine partial credit in cases when all the work was not completed.
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· everest1-cmap.txt, everest1-out.png, everest1-why.txt

· everest2-cmap.txt, everest2-out.png, everest2-why.txt

· mich-cmap.txt, mich-out.png, mich-why.txt

· For 33710 students : feet-cmap.txt, feet-out.png, feet-why.txt

· vote1-cmap.png, vote1-out.png, vote1-why.txt

· vote2-cmap.png, vote2-out.png, vote2-why.txt

· vote3-cmap.png, vote3-out.png, vote3-why.txt


